Jeep patriot starter

Jeep Patriot owners have reported 9 problems related to starter under the electrical system
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. I went to start my car and there
was no power even with a jump. After replacing the starter, battery, relays, eginition switch,
thermostats, alter alternator and throttle body the issue continued. On the hwy the temp light
comes on and has issues accelerating and when you try to start it click seems like it's not going
to start and finally does. The battery light stays on. And just over all jerky and lights dim. See all
problems of the Jeep Patriot. Vehicle fails to start multiple times when the battery and starter
are in good condition. Common fixes that are recommended are replacing the wcm or the relay
box. Brought it into the shop and they couldnt recreate the issue, so it was never resolved for
my case. I have a Jeep Patriot and it has been having random issues that it turns out are related
to a failed tipm which Chrysler knows about and is not addressing. My horn randomly honks,
the airbags did not deploy in a recent small accident, and now the car won't start. All of these
items are noted as related to a failing tipm and all can be found all over the internet when
searching for " Jeep Patriot won't start". Based on the most recent problem no starting , I
replaced the battery and the starter with no fix. Jeep should have to fix this if they have known
about it and the potentially dangerous implications. Right now the car is parked in my driveway
because I had to get it towed home. The contact owns a Jeep Patriot. While driving
approximately 65 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning and was towed to a dealer. The
technician stated that the starter needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 59, I stopped at a
convenient store on my way home from work prior to this my radio continue to turn off and on.
When I went to start my Jeep back up it would not start and was smoking. I had it pulled to the
dealership the next day and they told me that the starter wire had caught afire and fried the
starter and possible the fuse box. Had I not stopped and continue to drive the other 15 miles
home I would probably be dead. The car would have stalled on the highway in a construction
zone where there would have been no place for me to pull off the highway and with no light any
other car traveling the highway could have hit me and with me at a standstill and the speed limit
50 in the construction area I would possibly been killed or hurt severely. There was no warning
just that the radio would cut off and on. I really hate that I have so many issues with the console
electrical in my car. Since about a week after I got the car, and of corse after 3 days its not
returnable. I messed up buying it brand-new, but I was excited since my car before that was my
first car that I had bought in high school. I had to have the charger unit replaced so I could
charge my phone. At the time I was stationed 3 hours from home, so I frequently made the trip
and needed my phone charged for the gps. It's not that it wouldn't charge, but the charger had
to be "turned" a specific way. It wasn't the charger. I tried countless. Recently, within the last
year, I noticed that the aux is doing the exact same thing. And yes, I've tried multiple phones
and aux cords, but the cord has to be turned a "certain way" in the hole to work. It pissed me off
because I had to pay to have my charger replaced, and I'm sure I'll have to pay to have this
replaced too. Oh, and the starter. Its so irritating. I learned my lesson with buying new cars. Just
outside of warranty my wife's Patriot 2. It was verified that it was not the battery, pcv valve,
starter, or a fuel issue. It would simply not start when left in the sun in such as a parking lot. All
of the accessories worked. It was towed to three different dealerships on separate occasions.
No one could figure it out. I contacted Chrysler and received a complaint number. Chrysler
reimbursed me for the things the dealerships charged me to replace and eventually said that
they don't know what's wrong with it and couldn't fix the car. The shocks also failed prematurely
at 40 thousand miles, and the cv joints are sealed units and failed prematurely. Overall I am very
dissatisfied with this car and Chrysler Jeep Dodge. I went to get my car repaired and they gave
me this service bulletin for a Jeep Patriot called Jeep they told me it was the starter them we
called a local repair shop they gave me this bulletin. Car Problems. Starter problem of the Jeep
Patriot 1. Starter problem of the Jeep Patriot 2. Starter problem of the Jeep Patriot 3. Starter
problem of the Jeep Patriot 4. Starter problem of the Jeep Patriot 5. Starter problem of the Jeep
Patriot 6. Starter problem of the Jeep Patriot 7. Starter problem of the Jeep Patriot 8. Starter
problem of the Jeep Patriot 9. Electrical System problems. Wiring problems. Car Will Not Start
problems. Horn Assembly problems. Car Will Not Accelerate problems. Software problems.
Crankshaft Position Sensor problems. Instrument Panel problems. There are many different
issues that can cause the problem. This article is written with the assumption that you are
looking for a way to get your Jeep Patriot started now, and is meant to provide you with
practical advice to help aid in the diagnosis. There are really two main ways that a vehicle will
not start. Just use the jump list below to move to your particular situation. But, there are less
things to troubleshoot than if it were cranking but will not start. Here are some of the most
common issues that cause a vehicle to not crank:. While the battery cables are not necessarily
the most likely issue to cause your Patriot to not start, they are some of the easiest to diagnose.

You can take a look at the battery poles where the cables connect. If there appears to be green
or white corrosion all around it, cleaning them may help get you back on the road. If your
battery no longer has enough charge to turn the starter, your Patriot will not start. You can take
your battery up to the local parts store, or even Wal-Mart, and have it tested to see if it is still
holding a charge. A bad alternator can cause your battery to lose enough charge to start your
Patriot. When a starter goes bad, they will usually not give you much warning first. Also, if you
are stuck somewhere and are trying to start your Patriot, the old beat the starter with a hammer
trick is not a wives tale. It really can get that one last start out of it. There are a lot of issues that
can cause your Patriot to crank, but not start. The engine needs air, fuel, and a spark in order to
run. It is highly likely that if the engine is cranking, but not starting that it has thrown an OBDII
code. It is definitely worth it to use an OBDII scanner to check and see if the engine has thrown
any trouble codes. These codes will tell you what the computer is saying is wrong with your
engine. By looking them up on this site, or just Googling them in general will lead you to a
detailed diagnosis of that code. Without the proper amount of fuel getting into the combustion
chamber, the Patriot will crank, but not start. One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle to
crank but not start is ignition issues. When there is no spark, the engine will not start. Ignition
issues can be caused by many things, including bad spark plugs , bad coil packs, bad plug
wires, computer issues, and more. The crankshaft sensor can go bad as well. When these
sensors go bad, it can be impossible for your Patriot to start. Most modern vehicles come with
smart keys that have electronic protection built in. This makes it more challenging for thieves to
steal them. There are occasions where this security system will cause the Patriot to not start.
There are a lot of issues that can cause your Patriot to not start. There are many reasons that
your Patriot may not start. Tracking them down can be downright challenging. With enough time
and patience, you can diagnose exactly what is wrong. Good luck with the diagnosis. If there is
anything that you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Thank you. Battery Cables
While the battery cables are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause your Patriot to not
start, they are some of the easiest to diagnose. Battery Charge If your battery no longer has
enough charge to turn the starter, your Patriot will not start. Otherwise, it may be the starter that
you need to look at. Ignition Issues One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle to crank but
not start is ignition issues. Security Most modern vehicles come with smart keys that have
electronic protection built in. Other Issues There are a lot of issues that can cause your Patriot
to not start. Ever since purchasing my used Patriot a year ago it will randomly not start. All the
dash lights come on but the vehicle will not even start to turn over and I have to remove and
replace the key multiple times for it to finally start. Sometimes if I only unlock the driver door
with the key fob it will not start and then when I click the unlock button a second time for all the
doors it will start. This appears to be an electrical issue and may have something to do with the
alarm system or the antitheft system as sometimes the red "alarm light" on the dash will be
illuminated as I am trying to crank the engine. This sometimes happens every time I get into the
car but sometimes will not occur for a week or more. This problem started as a random incident
and seems to echo what everyone else is saying. You get in the car, you think you're going
somewhere and it doesn't start. But all the idiot lights on the dash work fine. Problem obviously
doesn't happen when you take it in to be checked. It's like the car just knows you are the only
special person that knows it's starting secret. At first, I just thought, well, I'm turning the key too
far. And a few times that seemed to be the case. I also took the key out and reversed its position
and stuck it back in and surprised it started. Another method was to turn it to accessory and
push the power window button. It started. Then there was the time I just left the door open and it
would start. Finally today when those old methods didn't work, I put the car in neutral and it
started. Now it's happening almost daily, and I'm stuck miles from home and will have to take it
in. I believe this problem originated after having to replace the throttle body last year, when I
was having a fit trying to get it home after a dental appointment. The dealership held my car for
8 weeks and wanted to charge me an arm and leg for a diagnosis.. I couldn't afford that, so I had
it towed to a local mechanic that found the issue right away, and it was the throttle body I've
had several older cars, never had a throttle body that needed to be replaced. Although I don't
think both issues are connected, except that when the throttle issue happened, I kept trying to
start the car and it started right up.. I'm no mechanic, but after reading reviews of other Jeep
owners, this starting problem has been an issue for many years and Chrysler will never correct
it. Not even 3 months after having the car I came outside to leave for work at in the morning and
the Jeep was dead as a doornail sitting in the driveway. I actually popped the hood to see if
someone stole my battery. Apparently there was something wrong with my Radio headset that
was draining power even while the vehicle was off. It took 2 jump starts and days off them
having my car before figuring out the issue and replacing the entire head unit for the Uconnect
system. Then in October of my fiancee and I took a road trip up North to scout out a wedding

venue. My fiancee was screaming and balling her eyes out. It was the closest thing to an
accident I've ever been in. All they did was shrug their shoulders and said "I don't know what to
tell you, the computer doesnt have any error codes on it and we couldn't replicate the problem".
Now skip ahead to on our way home from San Diego, a simple 2. Took it back to the dealership
and I just got my vehicle back, yet again, with no repairs done and a shrug of their shoulders
Jeep is the worst. AutoNation is the worst. I regret buying this death trap of a car. The dealer
won't even try and fix it, keeps putting my life and my wife's life in danger when it decides to
stop working. I can start a family and trust going on vacation with my kids in this car. If anyone
knows how to get the dealership to pull their head out of their ass and actually do something
about this issue, please let me know. Im just going to continue to file claims against them.
Started about 2 wks ago - car will intermittently not start; last week it happened twice, this week
it's happened several times each day. Lights and radio come on as normal, but turn key all the
way to engage engine and it will not start. Will often have to try and turn the key 3 or 4 times and
it will eventually engage the engine and start. It is not a starter issue, but something electrical.
Car will start up fine with remote car starter on key fob. However, after starting car remotely with
key fob, upon putting key in ignition in order to get the car out of park, the engine turns off and
restarts again - definitely not what it's supposed to do. I bought this car used a week ago. It has
not started FOUR times! I am patient, though, and just give it a few minutes to think about it,
and when I try again, it starts. Once I had driven it about an hour, then let it park for 3 hours,
then it wouldn't start. It was zero degrees, so I thought it was just cold. Then tried to start it up I
was waiting for someone. I tried putting foot on brake. Giving gas once. Opening car door and
pretending I was out I thought maybe it was the immobilizer thinking I was an intruder? Turning
the key upside down. Only turning key to radio, waiting, and then turn on. Turning on all the
way. I did not try putting it in neutral. I'll try that next time It does not try to crank. It is just dead,
but all the electrical is on fine. It dings and the warning lights are on on the dash as usual. No
warning lights are on when driving. Once it does start, it sounds just fine, and rides great. Is it
the ignition switch? It has 56K on it. Warranty started in Not sure if it is still under warranty. I
waited 3 hours for a call back from the service dept at the local Chrysler dealership. Now it's
closed. Any advice that this is a common problem and an easy fix would be appreciated! Can
not get my Samsung Galaxy S5 to work correctly. Will not go to correct contact in phone when
saying name of person. Been in shop 4 times still wont work correctly. I just live with it and not
use it except to answer calls. Recently it has been having problems starting. I turn the key and
and nothing happens. Tried over a dozen times, moved shift lever to neutral, back to park and
tried in both. Still nothing. Tried with foot on and off the brake, still nothing. Have no idea what
happened but it finally started. This is the third time this has happened this month. First time it
wouldn't start on first turn of key, took off on second turn. Second time it happened, it took 4
times to start it. Tonight's problem was the most exasperating of them all so far. Will call dealer
and make an appointment for it to be looked at. Hopefully they will find a problem. Since it is
still under warranty I should not have to pay for it. I also have the extended warranty for it as
well. One thing I really miss is the roof rack. All you get now are rails. Those are useless. You
need the cross bars for it to be useful. Why doesn't the manufacturer put the whole rack on the
roof and not just rails. Most ridiculous thing I ever saw on a vehicle was rails only. Tf you want
the cross bars it will cost you to have them added on the car. Thanks for the place to rant.
CEThomas Update from Dec 14, : the shop could find nothing wrong with it. If you have a
for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Jeep dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 5 reports
replaced uconnect system 1 reports Get free help with your lemon! Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No
one has added a helpful site for this Patriot problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Jeep
mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from
CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Currently unavailable. We don't know
when or if this item will be back in stock. Brand: Mobile Accessories. Customers also viewed
these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information.
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase.

Installed in a new Jeep Patriot. It was true plug and play. I used my laptop and followed the
online video. Start to finish 1 hr. After 1 yr, still works great. My wife put it in Valet mode
somehow, I emailed Advanced auto security on Sunday and they replied that day with
instructions on how to get the remote start to activate again. I would highly recommend them
for any remote starter kit! This is as easy to install as advertised and it was shipped very
quickly. They even have a Youtube video walkthrough. Definitely safe to do business with this
seller. One person found this helpful. I've been a mechanic for 20 years now and install over
remote starters. This was by far the easiest one yet. I will never install one the old fashioned
way again. It is truly plug n play. It doesn't take a pro to do this. Easy step by step instructions.
Word great easy to install at a fraction on what a professional would charge. Just watch
YouTube videos and you'll be done in no time. It does work with my vehicle but I paid the higher
price for it because it was supposed to work with an app on my smartphone. When I called the
company they then told me it doesn't work that way, that I would have to buy a different one.
This product worked great for me. Good instructions. I do not have keyless entry, but the
remote start works fine. Had my mechanic install it. Easiest ever. Was able to hook up to my
current remote in the key. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other
items: android box , diy wiring connectors , jeep starter , Easy Care Sheets. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order
within 3 hrs and 11 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a
Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Power surges
covered from day one. Most claims approved within minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift
card for the purchase price of your covered product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it.
Add No Thanks. Loading recommendations for you. Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not Added.
Item is in your Cart. View Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have any recommendations at
this time. Image Unavailable Image not available for Color:. Visit the MPC Store. This fits your.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Featured items you may like. More to consider from our brands. Compare with
similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. What a great kit! This took about a hour to fully
install and program but we weren't exactly rushing through it. I was hoping I could try and
program it to my OEM remote start button, but it didn't work. So pressing the lock button 3X and
my Jeep Patriot now starts! Talk about bulky! I feel high class with a remote start! Great buy,
highly recommend! I've had many ask me the range on this. Thats how far you'll have. One
person found this helpful. This wiring harness lived up to its claims and was worth the price.
The install was as described. Easy as pie. It was already programmed for the Jeep and if I had
taken the time to CAREFULLY read the very decent directions and payed better attention during
the dismantling of my I would have knocked out out in 15 minutes instead of The remote starter
uses the Jeeps keyfob so you can only start it from at close proximity to the car. We are very
happy with it. Her Jeep is warm before she loads the kids up and starts her day. Happy wife,
happy life. Awesome kit. Extremely easy to install. Other reviews online mention having to cut
parts but not so on my Patriot. My only issue was my fault. I didn't read the instructions
completely first i didn't see in the beginning what and where the plugs went into the new
module. It is noted in the programming section. My only knock would be to note at the

beginning to not make those connections until the programming stage. Also the note to release
the programing button when the light turns blue could have been clearer. The lights will
continue to cycle as long as you hold the button. You just have to release it when it lands on the
blue as a solid light. I wrote to tech support for clarification. I figured it out before they called
back but their response time was actually very quick and the tech was very nice and friendly.
Am going to look at this same kit for my 05 Escalade. Works very slick! Start to finish!!!! Bought
it for Christmas for the wife. She went out tonight so it was perfect time to install it. I am serious
15 min install. And works perfectly!!! Uses existing factory key fob so no extra things on the key
chain. BUY IT!!!! I messaged the manufacturer and asked If it is supposed to unlock the vehicle
and they told me this is normal. I have high end remote starts in my other vehicles and they do
not unlock on start up. Took 10 minutes to install. Came up online as advertised and works
perfectly. Outstanding device. Perfect for my Jeep Patriot install was a breeze by looking up an
install video on YouTube. Perfect for hot California summers and cold winters. Would
recommend this for everyone! Kind of pointless. If I have to go outside and walk down the
parking lot to use it I mite as well hop in and start it myself. Yes it went in easy. See all reviews.
Top reviews from other countries. This product was effortless and a breeze to install. Great
value and works exactly as described descent range A must have for those scorching hot days
and those early 3am winter mornings when I'm having to go plow. Will be a
fs55r parts diagram
nbv4 wiring diagram
pioneer deh p6800mp wiring diagram
life changer for me!! Report abuse. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
Best plugs for cars , jeep starter. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Remote Starter. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

